
 

Framework for Learning:    Word Problems Involving Time - 2 
                   
 
                                                         Instructor’s Initials: ……… 
 

Getting Started: 
           
    

Josie started work in the garden at 2:15 PM.    
She milked the cows for 1 hour and 45 minutes.  
Then, she gathered eggs for 1 hour. 
Finally, Josie fed the horses for 45 minutes.   
 

Draw a green arrow on the time line below showing the elapsed time 
Josie milked the cows. 
Draw a blue arrow representing the elapsed time while she gathered eggs. 
Draw a red arrow showing when she was feeding the horses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What time did Josie finish her chores? 
 

________________ 

How long did it take for Josie to complete her chores? 
 

________________ 

Discuss with a partner the arrows you drew on the time line above. 
Correct any mistakes you made. 
 

Working In It: 
Jose had much homework. 
He started at 5:30 PM and finished at 8:00 PM. 
First, Jose worked on a book report for 1 hour and 20 minutes.  
Then, he worked on his science project for 45 minutes. 
The remainder of Jose’s time was spent studying for a math test. 

 
Draw a green arrow on the time line below showing the elapsed time Jose spent on his book report. 
Draw a blue arrow representing the elapsed time he spent on his science project. 
Draw a red arrow showing when he was studying for his math test. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How long did Jose study for his math test? ________________ 

Leader’s Name: ……………………………….… 
 
Co-Leader’s Name: …………………………….. 



Build It. Draw It. Talk It. Write It. Now you OWN It! 

            www.UMathX.com 

 

In                                follow the path:  
 

Measurement & Geometry > Time > Word Problems Involving Time > Example 3 
 

Discuss with a partner the arrows you drew on the timeline above. 
Correct any mistakes you made. 
 

 
 
 
 

Reflect And Connect:  
 

Johnny arrived at the soccer field at 7:50 AM for his game.   
First, Johnny walked 30 minutes from home to the gas station where he spent  
10 minutes inflating the flat tires on his bicycle.  Then, Johnny spent 15 minutes 
at the convenience store shopping for snacks for his team.  Finally, Johnny biked  
10 minutes to the soccer field. 
 
 
What time did Johnny leave home or his soccer game? ________________  
 
How long did it take Johnny to go from his home to the soccer field? ________________ 
 
How much time did Johnny actually spend travelling to his soccer game? 
 
 

Discuss with a partner the steps for solving elapsed time questions with and without  
time lines.  Write a paragraph summarizing your discussion below. 
 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________ 

 
Write an elapsed time word problem on a separate sheet of paper. 
Exchange problems with a partner. 
Solve each other’s problem.  
Compare answers. Discuss and correct any mistakes. 


